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Abstract 
This paper presents a detailed discussion of the Kronecker product of matrices. It begins 
with the definition and some basic properties of the Kronecker product. Statements will 
be proven that reveal information concerning the eigenvalues, singular values, rank, 
trace, and determinant of the Kronecker product of two matrices. The Kronecker product 
will then be employed to solve linear matrix equations. An investigation of the 
commutativity of the Kronecker product will be carried out using permutation matrices. 
The Jordan - Canonical form of a Kronecker product will be examined. Variations such 
as the Kronecker sum and generalized Kronecker product will be introduced. The paper 
concludes with an application of the Kronecker product to large least squares 
approximations. 
11 
The Kronecker Product 
Introduction 
When most people multiply two matrices together, they generally use the 
conventional multiplication method. This type of matrix multiplication is taught in 
algebra courses and represents the composition of two linear transformations that are 
represented by the two matrices. There is a size restriction when performing this type of 
matrix multiplication. The number of columns in the first matrix must be the same as the 
number of rows in the second matrix. Also, this multiplication is not commutative. 
While this type of matrix multiplication is very common and useful, it is not the only one. 
The Hadamard product, represented by the symbol 0, is another type of matrix 
multiplication. In this case, the two matrices are multiplied in the same way that they are 
added in conventional matrix addition. For this multiplication, the two matrices are 
required to be of the same size. The resulting matrix product is formed by multiplying 
corresponding entries of the two matrices together. One useful fact about this type of 
matrix multiplication is that it is commutative. This product is useful in several areas of 
study. Two such areas are the study of association schemes in combinatorial theory and 
the weak: minimum principle in partial differential equations. 
This paper is focused on yet another form of matrix multiplication - the 
Kronecker product, represented by the symbol ®. It is also known as the direct product 
or the tensor product. The Kronecker product has an interesting advantage over the 
previously discussed matrix products. The dimensions of the two matrices being 
multiplied together do not need to have any relation to each other. Many important 
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properties of this product will be discussed throughout this paper. Most of the results in 
Sections 1 - 3 came from statements and exercises in the two books by Hom and 10hnson 
( [5] ,[6] ). 
The Kronecker product is useful in many areas of study. Specifically, Kronecker 
products are applied in the areas of signal processing, image processing, semidefinite 
programming, and quantum computing ( [7]). The Kronecker product is also proving to 
be an effective way to look at fast linear transforms. This paper will look at applications 
of the Kronecker product in solving linear matrix equations and large least squares 
problems. 
Section 1 - Definitions and Properties 
The Kronecker product has some of the same properties as conventional matrix 
multiplication. Both products follow the same properties for multiplication with a scalar. 
Also, both products are associative and they share the distributive property with 
conventional matrix addition. Furthermore, multiplying any matrix by the zero matrix 
yields the zero matrix. However, these two types of multiplication have many 
distinctions, such as results associated with taking transposes and inverses. Specifically, 
when taking the transpose or inverse of a conventional product of two matrices, the order 
of the matrices is reversed. In contrast, the transpose or inverse of a Kronecker product 
preserves the order of the two matrices. In order to begin the discussion, a definition of 
the Kronecker product of two matrices is needed. This is followed by a specific example 
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of this matrix multiplication. Shortly thereafter, a few of these characteristics of the 
Kronecker product are explained. 
Definition 1: Let IF be a field. The Kronecker product of A = [aij ] E Mm,n (IF) and 
B = [bi) ] E M p,q (IF) is denoted by A ® B and is defined to be the block matrix 
(~~B :"" ~"BJ A®B= : .. : E M mp,nq (IF) . 
amlB ... amnB 
Exam!!l. 2: Let A ~G =n andB~(: 1 5 n The~ -2 6 
2 -1 -3 
o{: 1 5 ~] -2{: 1 5 !J A®B~(~ =~}{~ !J~ -2 6 -2 6 1 5 -3 2 -1 4 -3 2 -1 -2 6 2 -1 3{: 1 5 ~J -I{ ~ 1 5 !J -2 6 -2 6 -3 2 -1 4 -3 2 -1 
(~ 0 0 ~J (7 -2 -10 0 J 0 0 0 0 -4 -2 -10 0 0 0 4 -12 -6 0 0 0 0 8 4 -12 -6 0 0 -4 2 -8 0 0 0 0 6 -4 2 -8 
(-~2 3 15 I~J (T -1 -5 0 J 6 3 15 0 -2 -1 -5 0 -6 18 2 -6 -3 -12 -6 18 9 4 2 -6 -3 -9 6 -3 -2 1 -4 -9 6 -3 12 3 -2 1 -4 
In general, A ® B *- B ® A , even though both products result in matrices of the 
same size. This is seen in the next example where B ® A is calculated using the same 
matrices A and B from Example 2. 
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Example 3: 
0 -4 0 -2 0 -10 0 0 
!J®(~ 6 -2 3 -1 15 -5 0 0 B®A~[ ~ 1 5 -2)~ 0 8 0 4 0 -12 0 -6 -2 6 -1 -12 4 -6 2 18 -6 9 -3 
-3 2 -1 
0 6 0 -4 0 2 0 -8 
-9 3 6 -2 -3 1 12 -4 
It is interesting to note that for x, y E lFn , xyT = x ® yT and xy· = x ® y.. That is, 
in special cases, the product that arises from the conventional matrix multiplication is the 
same as the resulting Kronecker product. Additionally, for two identity matrices I E M m 
and I E M n' the Kronecker product is also an identity matrix, I E M mn' The next 
definition provides information about exponents for the Kronecker product. 
Definition 4: Let A E M m,n (IF). The Jlh Kronecker power A®k is defmed inductively 
for all positive integers k by 
A®l == A and A®k == A ® A®(k-l) for k = 2, 3, .... 
This definition implies that for A E M m,n (IF), the matrix A®k EM mk ,nk (IF) . 
The following theorem states some of the basic properties of the Kronecker 
product that were discussed earlier. They will turn out to be quite useful. 
Theorem 5: Let A E Mm,n (IF). Then, 
a) (aA)®B = a(A®B) = A®(aB) for all a E IF and B E Mp,q (IF) 
b)(A®B)T=AT®BTforBEM (IF) p,q 
c) (A ® B)" = A· ® B· for B E Mp,q (IF) 
d) (A ® B)®C = A ® (B®C) for BE Mp,q (IF) and C E Mr,s (IF) 
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f)A®(B+C) = A®B+A®C for B,C E Mp,q (IF) 
g)A®O= O®A =0 
l a~IB :.. aa~nBJ laJl~B :" aln~BJ = : . , : = : ' , : = A ® (a B) aa B .. , aa B a aB ... a aB ml mn ml mn 
l~IB .. , ~nBJ' l~IB' ." amlBOJ c) (A®B)* = : ". : = _:. ", _: • =Ao®Bo aB ... aB nB ·,·aB ml mn ~n mn 
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[(
all 
e) (A+B)®C = : 
ami 
= [(all +:bll)C ::: (aln +:bln)C J = (allc ~bllC ::: alnC ~blnC J 
(ami +bml)C ... (amn+bmn)C amlC+bmlC .. , amnC+bmnC 
(
allB ... alnB] (~IC .. , alnc] 
= : ". : + : ". : =(A®B)+(A®C) 
aB···aB aC···aC . ml mn ml mn 
g) A ® 0 = : . . . : =: . . . : = 0 and (
allO .. , ~nOJ (0 .. , OJ 
ami 0 . . . amn 0 O· . . 0 
(
OA ... OAJ (0 ... OJ 
O®A= O~ ::: O~ = ~ ::: ~ =0 
(
lIn . . . 01 J (1 . . . 0 J 
h) 1 1011 = : '. : n = :n '. : = 1 m\()l n .. .... ...... mn 
01 .,. 11 0 .. · 1 n n n 
6 
o 
The next result provides a startling contrast to conventional matrix multiplication. It is 
easy to find a nonzero square matrix A such that A2 = O. Such a matrix is A = ( 1 1 J. 
-1 -1 
This cannot happen when using the Kronecker product. 
Corollary 6: Let A E M m,n and B E M p,q' Then, A ® B = 0 if and only if either A = 0 or 
B=O. 
Proof First, let either A = 0 or B = O. Then, by property (g) in Theorem 5, A ® B = O. 
(
a,.I B '" a,.nBJ (0 ... OJ 
Next, let A ® B = O. This implies that : . . . : =: . . . : . In order for 
amI B . . . amnB o· . . 0 
this to be true, either B = 0 or aij = 0 for all i = 1,2, .. " m and j = 1,2, .. " n. Thus, either 
B=O or A=O. o 
The next theorem, called the mixed product property, provides a very important 
and useful fact regarding the interchangeability of the conventional matrix product and 
the Kronecker product. This property will be used to prove: (A ® Btl = A-I ® B-1 when 
A and B are invertible matrices, the Kronecker product of two unitary matrices is a 
unitary matrix, and other results. In between these results and this theorem will be a 
corollary that generalizes the mixed product property. 
Theorem 7: Let A E Mm,n' BE Mp,q' C E Mn.k' and D E Mq,r' Then, 
(A®B)(C®D) = (AC)®(BD). 
Proof: Let A = [aih ] and C = [ Chj J. By the definition of Kronecker product, 
A® B = [a;hB] and C®D = [chjD J. The i,/h block of (A® B)(C®D) is 
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t a"e", which implies that the i,f' block of (AC) (ill (BD) is [t ( a.e", ) J BD ) . 
Therefore, (A ® B)(C ® D) = (AC) ® (BD). o 
Corollary 8: Theorem 7 can be generalized in the following two ways: 
a) (,1 ®A ®···®A )(B ®B ®··.®B)=,1B ®,1 B ®···®AB 
.£"1 2 k 12k .l-'J. I .l"2 2 k k 
Proof: (by induction) 
First, part a) is proved. By Theorem 7, the mixed product property, 
(AI ® ~)(B, ® B2) = ~B, ® ~B2. Assume a) is true for k = n. Let k = n+ 1. 
Now part b) is proved. By Theorem 7, the mixed product property, 
(AI ® BI ) (~ ® B2 ) = ( ~~ ) ® ( BIB2 ). Assume b) is true for k = n. Let k = n+ 1. 
(~ ® BI)(A2 ® B2)···(A" ® Bn)( A,,+I ® Bn+l ) 
= [(~ ® Bl)(~ ® B2)···( A" ® Bn)J( A,,+I ® Bn+l ) 
= [( ~ ~ ... A" ) ® ( BI B2 ... Bn ) ] (A,,+I ® Bn+, ) (induction hypthoesis) 
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= [( ~~ ... A,,)A,,+IJ®[( BIB2 ... Bn)Bn+IJ (mixed product property) 
= (AIA2 ... A"A"+I)®(B1B2 ... BnB"+I) o 
Corollary9: Let AEMm andBEMn. Then, (A®It =Ak®I and (I®Bt =I®Bk 
for k = 1,2,···. Also, for any polynomial p(t), peA ® I) = peA) ® I and 
p(I®B) = I® pCB) where AO = BO = I. 
Proof By Corollary 8, 
(A®It =(A®1)(A®1)· .. (A®1) =(AA ... A)®(II ... 1) = Ak ®I and 
(I® Bt = (I® B)(I® B).·.(I® B) = (II .. ·1)®(BB ... B) = I® Bk. Now, let 
= a f (A®Iy +af-l (A ®I)f-l +···+al (A®I)+ao (A® 1)° 
= a J (AJ ®I)+af_l (Ai-
l ®I)+ ... +al (A®I)+ao (AO ®I) 
= (afA] +aJ_1Af-1 + ... +a,A+aoI)®I = p(A)®I. Similarly, p(I®B) 
= aJ (I® By +af-1 (I® B)f-
1 +···+a1 (I® B)+ao (I®B)O 
= a f (I®Bf)+af_1 (I® Bi-
1 )+ ... +a1 (I®B)+ao (I®BO) 
= I®(afBf +af_1Bf-1 + ... +a1B+aoI) = I® p(B). o 
The following corollary presents the inverse of a Kronecker product with respect 
to conventional multiplication. All references to an inverse in this paper are with respect 
to the conventional matrix multiplication. 
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Corollary 10: If A E M m and B E M n are nonsingular, then A ® B is also nonsingular 
with (A ® Brl = A-I ® B-1 • 
Proof: The following results from Theorem 7. 
(A ®B)( A-I ® B-1 ) = (AA-I )®(BB-I) = I® I = I 
(A-I ® B-1 )(A® B) = (A-IA)®( B-IB) = I® I = I 
This implies that A-I ® B-1 is the unique inverse of A ® B under conventional matrix 
multiplication. Therefore, A ® B is nonsingular. 
This result is completed in Corollary 18 where the converse is proved. 
Corollary 11: If A E M n is similar to BE M n via S E M n and C E M m is similar to 
E E M m via T E M m' then A ® C is similar to B ® E via S ® T . 
Proof: Assume that A = S-IBS and C = T-IET. By the mixed product property, 
D 
(S®Trl(B®E)(S®T) = (S-I ®T-I)(BS®ET) = (S-IBS)®(T-IET) = A®C. D 
Corollary 12: Let Q EM m and R E Mn be orthogonal matrices. Then, Q ® R is an 
orthogonal matrix. 
Proof Q and R are orthogonal implies that QQT = I and RRT = I. Using Theorem 7, 
is orthogonal. D 
Corollary 13: Let U E Mn and V E M m be unitary matrices. Then, U ® V is a unitary 
matrix. 
Proof: Vand Vare unitary implies V-I = V· and V-I = V'. Using Corollary 8, 
(U ® Vrl = V-I ® V-I = U· ® V· = (U ® V)*. Therefore, V ® V is a unitary matrix. 0 
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The relationship between the eigenvalues of two matrices and the eigenvalues of 
the resulting Kronecker product is interesting and will be useful in proving the converse 
of Corollary 10 as well as detennining the eigenvalues of some linear transfonnations. It 
will also be helpful in the discussion of the detenninant and trace of a Kronecker product. 
But first, a lemma is needed to show that the Kronecker product of two upper triangular 
matrices is also upper triangular. This lemma can be duplicated to show the same 
property for lower triangular matrices. 
Lemma 14: Let A E Mn and B E M m be upper triangular. Then, A ® B is upper 
triangular. 
Proof: A and B are upper triangular implies that A = [ a;,1 ] where a',1 = 0 for i > j and 
[~IB B = [bp,q ] where bp,q = 0 for p > q. By definition, A ® B = : 
anlB 
a1nBJ 
: . All block matrices below the diagonal of block matrices will be 
annB 
zero since a}. = 0 for i > j. Now examine the block matrices on the diagonal, or aB . 
I, II 
These matrices are all upper triangular since B is upper triangular. Hence, A ® B is 
upper triangular. o 
Theorem 15: Let A E Mn and B E Mm' If A is an eigenvalue of A with corresponding 
eigenvector x E lFn and if J-l is an eigenvalue of B with corresponding eigenvector 
Y E lFm , then AJ-l is an eigenvalue of A ® B with corresponding eigenvector x ® Y E lFmn • 
The set of eigenvalues of A ® B is {AjJ-l) : i = 1,2,"" n andj = 1,2,"', m} where the set of 
11 
eigenvalues of A is {Ai: i = 1,2, .. " n} and the set of eigenvalues of B is 
{,ul : j = 1,2, ... ,m} (including algebraic multiplicities in all three cases). In particular, 
the set of eigenvalues of A ® B is the same as the set of eigenvalues of B ® A . 
Proof: Consider Ax = AX and By = ,u y for x, y ;I:. O. It follows from Theorem 7 that 
(A ® B)(x® y) = (Ax)® (By) = (Ax)®Cuy) = A,u(x® y). This shows that A,u is an 
eigenvalue of A ® B with corresponding eigenvector X ® y. By the triangularization 
theorem, there exist unitary matrices U E Mn and V E M m such that U' AU = ~ A and 
V'BV = ~B where ~A and ~B are upper triangular matrices. Consequently, by 
Corollary 8, (U ® V)' (A ® B)(U ® V) = (U' AU) ® (V' BV) = ~A ® ~B' From this, it 
follows that ~A ® ~B is an upper triangular matrix (by Lemma 14) that is similar to 
A ® B. The eigenValues of A, B, and A ® B are the main diagonal entries of the upper 
triangular matrices to which they are similar (~A' ~B' and ~A ® ~B' respectively). Since 
~ A and ~ B are square matrices, it follows from the definition of the Kronecker product 
that the entries of the main diagonal of ~ A ® ~ B are the nm pairwise products of the 
entries on the main diagonals of ~ A and ~ B' Therefore, the eigenvalues of A ® B are 
the nm pairwise products of the eigenValues of A and B. Since the eigenvalues of 
B ® A are the mn pairwise products of the eigenvalues of B and A, they will be the same 
as the eigenvalues of A ® B . 
Corollary 16: Let ~,~, ... ,ip be the distinct eigenvalues of A E Mn with respective 
algebraic multiplicities Sl' S2"", S p' and let A, A.,"" Pq be the distinct eigenvalues of 
BE Mn with respective algebraic multiplicities 1\,12 ,"', Iq • If T is an eigenValue of 
12 
o 
A ® B , then the algebraic multiplicity of r is 2: slj where iJi} = r includes all 
)"Pj=' 
possible ways that r arises as a product an eigenvalue of A and an eigenvalue of B. 
Proof: Theorem 15 shows that the set of eigenvalues of A ® B is 
a(A ® B) = {A;/.1j : i = 1,2", ',n andj = 1,2" ",n (including multiplicities)}. If 
r E a( A ® B) , then the algebraic multiplicity of r is the number of times a pairwise 
product A; f.1} = r for i = 1, 2, ... , n and j = 1,2, ... , n. If there exist integers k and I such that 
~j1t = r, then this product will occur exactly Sit times in a(A ® B). As a result, the 
algebraic multiplicity of r is exactly L Sktt • 
)"'PI=' 
o 
Corollary 17: Let A E M n and B E M m be positive (semi) definite Hermitian matrices. 
Then, A ® B is also positive (semi) definite Hermitian. 
Proof: Since A and B are Hermitian matrices, A = A' and B = B'. Then, 
(A ® Bf = A' ® B' = A ® B. Therefore, A ® B is Hermitian. Since A and B are positive 
(semi) definite, the eigenvalues of both A and B are all positive (non negative). The 
product of any eigenvalue from A with any eigenValue from B will also be positive (non 
negative). Since the eigenvalues of A ® B are products of the eigenvalues of A and the 
eigenvalues of B, all of the eigenvalues of A ® B are positive (non negative). This makes 
A ® B positive (semi) definite. o 
Corollary 18: Let A E Mn and B E Mm' Then, 
det( A ® B) = (det At (det BY = det(B ® A). Thus, A ® B (and consequently B ® A ) is 
nonsingular if and only if both A and B are nonsingular. 
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Proof: Since the detenninant of a matrix is the product of the eigenvalues of the matrix, 
mn 
det(A ® B) = ITA; where A; are the eigenvalues of A ® B. By Theorem 15, each 
;=1 
A; = a tllk where a; is an eigenvalue of A and Pk is an eigenvalue of B. As a result, 
eigenvalues of A ® B and B ® A are the same, det(A ® B) = det(B ® A). Now, A ® B is 
nonsingular if and only if det(A ® B) is not zero. This happens if and only if 
(detAt(detBt is not equal to zero. By the zero product property, this is true if and 
only if det A and det B are both nonzero. Finally, det A and det B are both nonzero if and 
only if A and B are both nonsingular. D 
Corollary 19: If A E Mn and B E Mm then, 
trace(A ® B) = trace(A)trace(B) = trace(B ® A). 
Proof: The trace of a matrix is equal to the sum of the eigenvalues of the matrix. If the 
eigenvalues of A are A, for i = 1,2, ... , n and the eigenvalues of B are f.1 j for 
n m n m 
j=I,2,···,m, then trace(A®B) = II(a;pj ) = Ia;LPj =trace(A)trace(B). 
;=1 j=1 ;=1 j=1 
Consequently, trace(A ® B) = trace(A)trace(B) = trace(B)trace(A) = trace(B ® A) . D 
Theorem 20 renders infonnation regarding the singular values and the rank of the 
Kronecker product of two matrices. The relation between the singular values of two 
matrices and their Kronecker product is similar to the one for eigenvalues that was 
proven in Theorem 15. Theorem 20 will be useful when proving that 
det(A ® B) = det(B ® A) for certain non square matrices A and B. The rank of a 
14 
Kronecker product will be used to help develop properties about the Jordan - Canonical 
form of the Kronecker product of two matrices. 
Theorem 20: Let A E M and B E M have singular value decompositions m,n p,q 
singular values of A ® B are the ljr2 positive numbers 
{U; (A) u j (B): i = 1,2"", 'i and j = 1,2"", Ii } , including multiplicities, where u; (A) is a 
nonzero singular value of A and u; (B) is a nonzero singular value of B. Zero is a 
singular value of A ® B with multiplicity min {mp, nq} - 'ir2' In particular, the singular 
values of A ® B are the same as those of B ® A and rank (A ® B) = rank (B ® A) = Ijr2 . 
Proof: Since the singular value decompositions of A and B are A = U A L A VA ° and 
unitary. Also, LA E M m,n and L B E M p,q are matrices where the elements 
U;; (1 sis rank) are the nonzero singular values of A and B respectively and all other 
elements of the matrix are zero. Using Corollary 8, 
and VA ® VB E Mnq are unitary by Corollary 13. The singular values of A ® B are the 
square roots of the eigenvalues of (A ® B)*(A ® B) = (AOA)®( BOB). By Theorem 15, 
the eigenvalues of (A ® B)* (A ® B) are the pairwise of products of the eigenvalues of 
AO A and BOB. Since the singular values of A are the square roots of the eigenvalues of 
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A ° A and the singular values of B are the square roots of the eigenvalues of BO B, the 
singular values of A ® B are the pairwise products of the singular values of A and B. 
Also, since the rank of a matrix is equal to the number of nonzero singular values of the 
matrix, the number of nonzero singular values for A and B are Ii and r2 respectively. 
Therefore, the number of nonzero singular values of A ® B is lj'i which means the rank 
of A ® B is 1j'i' Because the remaining singular values are zero, the number of zero 
singular values of A ® B is min {mp, nq} -ljr2 • The singular values of B ® A are the 
pairwise products of the singular values of B and A. Therefore, the singular values of 
A®B and B®A are the same and rank(A®B)=rank(B®A)=ljr2' 
Corollary 21: Let A E M m,n and B E M p,q be given with mp = nq. (A and B are not 
square matrices but, their resulting Kronecker product is.) Then, 
det(A ® B) = deteR ® A). 
o 
Proof: Let A have singular value decomposition A = U A'L AVA ° and let B have singular 
value decomposition R = U B'L BVB 
0
• Thus, U A E M m' VA E M n' U B E M p' and VB E M q 
are unitary matrices. Also, 'LA E M m,n and 'L B E M p,q are diagonal matrices with the 
singular values of A and B, respectively, as the diagonal entries. As a result, 
A® B = (UA'LAVAO)®(UB'LBVBO) =(UA ®UB)('LA ®'LB)(VA ®VB)" and 
B®A = (UBbBVB')®(UA'LAVAO) =(UB ®UA)(bB ®'LA)(VB ®VA)" where all Kronecker 
product matrices, including 'LA ® 'L B' 'L B ® 'LA E M mp,nq' are square matrices of the same 
size, since mp = nq. Accordingly, all of their determinants are defined. Thus, 
16 
det(A® B) = det(UA ®UB)det(LA ®LB )det(VA ®VB) and 
square matrices, Corollary 18 implies that det (u A ® U B) = det (u B ® U A) and 
det (VA ® VB ) = det (VB ® VA ). Since LA ® L B and L B ® LA are diagonal matrices, their 
determinants are the products of their respective diagonal entries. By Theorem 20, their 
diagonal entries, which are the singular values of A ® B and B ® A , are the same. Hence, 
det(LA ®LB)= det(LB ®LA). Therefore, det(A®B)= det(B® A). o 
Corollary 21 showed that even if two matrices A and B are not square, the 
determinants of the Kronecker products A ® B and B ® A are still equal. However, this 
is not true for the trace of the Kronecker products. An example is shown below. 
2 6 
Example 22: Let A=[4 -3] and B= -7 0 
9 
. As a result, 
5 
1 -1 
8 24 -6 -18 8 -6 24 -18 
-28 0 21 0 -28 21 0 0 
A®B= andB®A= . Therefore, 
20 36 -15 -27 20 -15 36 -27 
4 -4 -3 3 4 -3 -4 3 
trace ( A ® B) = -4 and trace ( B ® A) = 68. Corollary 19 stated that if A and B are square 
matrices, the traces are equal. However, if they are not square, such as the A and B 
matrices in Example 22, the trace of A ® B is not necessarily equal to the trace of 
B®A. 
Corollary 13 stated that if U and V are unitary matrices, then U ® V is a unitary 
matrix. The following result explains when the converse is true as well. 
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Theorem 23: Let U = [ui} ] E Mn and V = [vii] EM m be given matrices. Then, 
U ® V E M mn is unitary if and only if there is some r > 0 such that rU and r -I V are 
both unitary. Also, U ® V is unitary if and only if V ® U is unitary. 
Proof: First, assume there exists an r > 0 such that rU and r-IV are both unitary 
matrices. By Corollary 13, this implies that (rU)®(r-IV)= (rr-IU)® V = U ® V is 
unitary. Now, assume that U ® V is given to be a unitary matrix. Hence, 
Imn =(U®V)" (U® V) =(U·U}®(V·V). Let W =U'U =[ wi} J. Accordingly, 
[
1 ... OJ [WlIV'V ... WlnV'Vj 
I mn = W ® (V·V) is equivalent to : . . . : = : • . . . :. which implies 
o . . . 1 W nl V V . .. W nnV V 
that wiiV·V = 1m for all i and wijV'V = 0 for all i -:f:. j. This shows w,; = 0 for all i -:f:. j 
and Wi; is a nonzero constant for i = 1,2"", n. If wii = a , then aV'V = 1m and 
Let B = UU·. As before, this gives that qFV' = 1m for all i and bijVV' = 0 for all i -:f:. j. 
Consequently, bi} = ° for all i -:f:. j and b;; is a nonzero constant for i = 1,2"", n. If 
b;; = f3, then pVV' = 1m and UU· = PIn' Since U·U = aIn, it follows that U is 
invertible. If Q = ~U', then, QU = In implies that UQ = In' From this, it follows that 
a 
U( ~ U· ) = In' Hence, UU· = aIn = PI" and this implies that a = f3. Additionally, 
U·U = aln shows that a = lulk l2 +IU2k 12 +IU3k 12 +"'+lunkI2 for k = 1,2,···,n. This implies 
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that a E JR and a> O. If r = ); (which means that r E JR, r > 0, and r = r), then 
(rUf (rU) = (ro' )(rU) = ~ ~ U·U = !U·U = In and 
va va a 
( ) ( )• ( ) ( .) 1 1 • 1 • 1 • d' rU rU = rU ro = c cUU =-UU =-UU =In' Thetwoprece mg 
va va a f3 
equations show that rU is unitary. Similarly, 
Wlitary. Furthermore, V®U is unitary because V®U=(r-1V)®(rU) is unitary. 0 
As mentioned earlier, the Kronecker product is not commutative in general, even 
though the product creates a matrix that is the same size either way the two matrices are 
multiplied. The next theorem shows that requiring a matrix B to commute Wlder the 
Kronecker product with a matrix A is quite limiting on B. 
Theorem 24: Let A, B E M m,n be given. Then, A ® B = B ® A if and only if either 
A = eB or B = eA for some e ElF. 
Proof: First, assume that A = eB or B = eA for some e E JF. If e is zero, then either A 
or B is the zero matrix which means that A ® B = 0 = B ® A. If e is nonzero, it suffices to 
consider just A = eB because B = e -1 A. If A = eB , then 
A ® B = (eB) ® B = e(B ® B) = B ® (eB) = B ® A . 
Now, assume that A ® B = B ® A with A, B E M m,n' By the definition of the 
Kronecker product, this implies that aijB = bijA. If aij = 0 for all i = 1,2"", m and 
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j = 1,2,···, n , then A is the zero matrix and A = cB for c = o. For each nonzero aij' 
~. ~. b .. 
B = ---2- A or B = cA where c =...l. Notice ...l must be the same for all i and j whenever 
~ ~ ~ 
Consideration needs to be given for the situation of A and B having different 
dimensions. For example, let A E ((;2 and BE ((;3. If either of A or B are zero, then 
A ® B = 0 = B ® A. So, consider the case where both A and B are nonzero. Then, 
a,.bl 
alb2 
A®B= alb3 
a2bl 
a2b2 
a2b3 
bla,. 
bl a2 
b2~ 
and B ® A = . Setting these two equal produces the equations 
b2a2 
b3al 
b3a2 
o 
solution of B = o. However, B is nonzero. So, a1 must be equal to a2 • Then, the set of 
four equations becomes b2 = bl , b3 = b2 , bl = b2 ' and b2 = b3 • Hence, in order for these 
two Kronecker products to be equal, A ~ a [:] and B = p[ il Expanding this example 
to A E M m,n and B E M p,q would show that A needs to be a multiple of 
[
1 ... 1] 
: . . . : E M m,n , a matrix of all 1 s. Similarly, B would be equal to 
1 ... 1 
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[1 ... I
J 
p: . . . : E M p,q' Then, 
1 ... 1 
i]] where the resulting matrix is an mp x nq matrix of I s. Writing out 
B ® A would produce the same result. 
The next result concerns the nonnality of the Kronecker product of square 
matrices. Its proof is facilitated by the following lemma that establishes 
u(AB) = u(BA) . 
Lemma 25: If A and Bare n x n matrices, then u(AB) = u(BA). 
[
AB 0][1 A] [AB ABA] Proof: = E M 2n and BOO 1 B BA 
[
1 -A][AB ABA] [0 0] [AB 0] [0 0 ] 
= 0 1 B BA = B BA . That is, C = B 0 and D = B BA are 
similar and u( C) = u( D). Since the eigenvalues of C are the eigenValues of AB together 
with n zeros and the eigenvalues of D are the eigenvalues of BA together with n zeros, the 
proof is complete. o 
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Theorem 26: Let A E M and B E M be nonzero matrices. Then, A ® B is nonnal if n m 
and only if both A and B are nonnal. Consequently, A ® B is nonnal if and only if 
B ® A is normal. 
Proof: First, assume that both A E Mn and B E Mm are nonzero normal matrices. As a 
Therefore, A ® B is normal. Now, assume that A and B are nonzero matrices and that 
A ® B is normal. From this it follows that (A ® B) ( A ® B)· = ( A ® B)· (A ® B) . 
Consequently, (AA·) ® ( BB·) = ( A· A) ® (B· B). Looking at the uth block gives 
( t,la" I' J ( BB' ) = ( t,la ,.I' J ( B' B). SineeA is nonzero, the matrix will have at least one 
element (akJ) that is nonzero. As a result, there exists positive real numbers e and d such 
that eBB· = dB· B. The eigenvalues of BB· and B· B are nonnegative due to BB· and 
B" B being positive semidefmite. Also, since e > 0 and d > 0 , it follows that the largest 
eigenvalue' of eBB· is the product of c and the largest eigenvalue of BB· and the largest 
eigenvalue of dB" B is the product of d and the largest eigenvalue of B· B . 
Now, Lemma 25 tells us that u (BB·) = u( B· B). Hence the largest eigenvalue of 
U ( BB") is the same as the largest eigenvalue of U ( B* B ). Since eBB· = dB· B , 
U ( eBB· ) = u ( dB" B ). These last few observations imply that e = d. This gives that 
BB" = B· B and therefore B is nonnal. Now, let ail be the ij-th element of the matrix AA" 
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and r ij be the ij.th element of the matrix A* A. Since it was shown 
( AA* ) ® ( BB* ) = ( A' A ) ® ( B' B ) , this implies aijBB' = r ijB' B. Considering that B is a 
normal matrix, this proves that aij = rij for all i = 1,2,··,n andj = 1,2,···,n. Thus, 
AA' = A' A and A is a normal matrix. o 
The next few results complete a collection of basic facts about the Kronecker 
product. 
Proposition 27: Let A E Mn and B E Mm' Then, A® B = Imn if and only if A = aln and 
1 
B=-lm • a 
Proof: First, assume that A = a1n and B =! 1m' Consequently, 
a 
(
1 ... OJ (a1lB ... ~nBJ 
: . . . : = : . . . : . This implies that a;;B = 1m for all i = 1,2,.··, n and 
0···1 aB···aB nl nn 
aijB = 0 for all i;;!:. j. This shows that aij = 0 for all i;;!:. j and B = 1..-1. If a = au , then 
au 
o 
Proposition 28: Let A E M n' B E M m' and C E M p' Then, 
(A EB B)®C = (A®C)a1(B®C). 
Proof: 
( A 0J®=(A®C O®CJ=(A®C 0 J=(A®C)EB(B®C) 0 (AE9B)®C= 0 B O®C B®C 0 B®C 
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However, the distributive property in Proposition 28 does not hold true when the 
Kronecker product is to be distributed on the left side of the direct sum. In other words, 
A ® (B E9 C) :f:= (A ® B) E9 (A ® C). This is shown in Example 29. 
Example29: Let A=(-2 IJ, B=(3 7J,and C=(9 -6J. Then, 
4 0 -1 -5 1 8 
-6 -14 0 o 3 7 0 0 
3 700 
2 
o 
10 
o 
o 
28 
o 0 
-18 12 
-1 -5 0 0 
o 0 9 -6 
[
-2 1]10\ -1 -5 0 0 0 
A®(BE9C)= 4 0 '01 0 0 9 -6 = 12 
o 0 1 8 -4 -20 
o 0 
-2 -16 0 
o 0 0 
o 0 0 
36 -24 0 
o 1 8 
000 
000 
000 
o 0 4 32 0 0 0 0 
-6 -14 3 7 -18 12 9 -6 
2 10 -1 -5 -2 -16 1 8 
but (A®B)E9(A®C)= 12 28 0 0 ® 36 -24 0 0 
= 
-4 -20 0 0 4 32 0 0 
-6 -14 3 7 0 o 0 0 
2 10 -1 -5 0 o 0 0 
12 28 0 0 0 o 0 0 
-4 -20 0 
000 
o 0 0 
o 0 0 
o 0 0 
o 0 0 0 0 
o -18 12 9 -6 
o -2 -16 1 8 
o 36 -24 0 0 
o 4 32 0 0 
Section 2 - Matrix Equations 
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One of the many uses of the Kronecker product is to solve or determine properties 
of solutions to linear matrix equations. These matrix equations can be converted into an 
equivalent system of equations where the coefficient matrix involves the Kronecker 
product. In this transition, matrices are also converted into vectors. The function that 
implements this conversion is the subject of the next defInition. 
Definition 30: With each matrix A = [ aij ] E M m,n (IF), we associate the vector 
vec(A) E IFmn defined by vec(A) := [all'" ',aml ,aI2 ,'" ,am2 ," ·,aln ,··· ,amnY (a column 
vector of each sequential column of A stacked on top of one another). 
Proposition 31: Let A E Mm,n' BE Mp,q' X E Mq,n' and Y E Mp,m' Then, 
(vee (Y)f (A®B)vec(X) = trace ( ATyTBX). 
Proof First examine the left side of the equation. 
Xii 
~;BJ xql 
amnB x1n 
Xqn 
25 
m p n q 
= LLLLY/dai/b/cjxj /, Now, examine the right side of the equation. 
;;\ k;\ /;\ j;\ 
m m q 
q 
LailYli LailYPi Lb\jxj\ Lb\jxjn 
i;\ i;\ j;\ j;\ 
= 
m m q q 
Lainyu La;nYp; Lbpjxj\ Lbpjxjn 
;;\ ;;\ j;\ j;\ 
t.(t,anYb )(~b.X,,) t.(t.a"Yb )(~b'Xj") 
= . Hence, 
t.(t,a'"Yb Xtb•Xj,) t.(t,amYb Xtb•X,") 
(vee (y)f (A® B) vee (X) = trace ( ATyT BX). 
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o 
The mapping vee: M m.n ~ lFmn is a linear transfonnation and an isomorphism. 
Since any linear transformation between two vectors corresponds to a unique matrix, we 
have the following useful property. 
Theorem 32: Let T : M m,n ~ M p,q be a given linear transformation. Then, there exists a 
unique matrix KT EMpq,mn such that vee[T{X)]=KTvee{X) foraH XEMm,n' 
Proof: Since both T and vee are linear transformations with vee also being an 
isomorphism, it follows that vee ( T (vee-I)): lFmn ~ lF pq is a linear transformation. 
Consequently, there exists a unique KT EM pq,mn such that vee ( T( vee-1 (y»)) = KTy for 
all y E lFmn. Since vee: M m n ~ lFmn is an isomorphism, for each X E M m n' there exists , , 
a unique y E lF mn such that vee{X) = y. Hence, there exists a unique KT EM pq,mn such 
that vee[T{X)]=KTvee{X) for all X EMm,n' o 
Proposition 33: Let A E M m,n and B E Mn,p be given. Then, vee(AB) = (I ® A)vee{B) . 
Proof: Since A E M m,n and B e Mn,p' it follows that AB E M m,p' vee{AB) E lFmp , 
Ip ® A E M mp,np' vee{B) E IF''P , and (Ik ® A)vee{B) E lFmp. Now, because 
AB= , the definition of vee gives that 
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(A ... 
Next, Ip ® A = : ". 
o ... 
that (Ip ®A)vec(B) 
Therefore, 
vec( AB) = (I ® A)vec( B) . o 
It will now be shown how the Kronecker product and vee can be used to rewrite 
linear matrix equations. The next theorem shows how these tools can be used to convert 
the equation AXB = C into a system of linear equations. 
Theorem 34: Let A E M m,n' B E M P.q' and C E M m,q be given and let X E M n.p be 
unknown. Then, vec( AXB) = ( BT ® A) vec(X) and consequently, the matrix equation 
AXB = C is equivalent to the system of mq equations in np unknowns given by 
(BT ® A )vec(X) = vec(C). 
Proof: For a given matrix Q, let Q/r denote the !(h column of Q. Then, 
(AXB)k = A(XB)/r = AXB/r' This implies that 
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= (B/ ® A )vec(X) for k = 1,2",', q. Therefore, 
(
BT ®AJ 
vec(C) = vec(AXB) = 1: vec(X) = (BT ® A )vec(X). 
BT®A 
q 
o 
Other linear matrix equations can be written in a similar manner using the 
Kronecker product and the vee notation. Some examples are: 
AX = B ¢:> (I ® A)vec(X) = vec(B) 
AX +XB=C ¢:> [(I®A)+(BT ®I)]vec(X)=vec(C) 
AX +YB=C ¢:> (I®A)vec(X)+(BT ®I)vec(Y)=vec(C) 
In partitioned form, the previous equation can also be written as 
[ I ® A BT ® I J[ :::~~?J ~ vec( C). Determining whether or not two matrices 
commute with each other using the conventional matrix multiplication can also be written 
in this way. That is, AX=XA ¢:> AX-XA=O ¢:> fU®A)-(AT®I)lvec(X)=O. 
Theorem 34 also allows for an expansion of Proposition 33 and for an examination of a 
system of linear equations in parallel. This is the content of the next two corollaries. 
Corollary 35: Let A E M m.n and B E Mn,TJ be given. Then, 
Proof The three forms of vec( AB) given in the corollary are developed by placing an 
identity matrix in different places in the conventional matrix multiplication. First, 
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AB = ABI p' Using Theorem 34, this is equivalent to vec( AB) = (I p ® A} vec( B). Next, 
equivalent to vee( AB) = ( BT ® 1m} vee ( A) • o 
Corollary 36: Let A EM, BE M , X E ~pq, and t E ~mn. (A®B)x=t if and only m,p n,q 
if (B® A)XT =tT where x =vee(X), t =vee(T), xT =vee( XT}, and tT = vee ( TT}. 
Proof: Using the definitions, it suffices to prove that (A ® B) vee (X) = vee (T) if and 
only if (B®A)vee(XT) = vee(TT). Using Theorem 34, (A® B)vee(X)=vee(T) if 
and only if BXAT = T. Taking the transpose of both sides gives AXT BT = TT. The 
proof is completed by applying Theorem 34 to this equation. Hence, AXT BT = TT is true 
if and only if (B® A)XT = tT • o 
As mentioned earlier, Kronecker products can help detennine the solvability of a 
linear matrix equation. Kronecker products can also be used to discover properties of 
potential solutions. For example, are such solutions unique or nonsingular. The 
examination of solutions to linear matrix equations begins with AXB = C. The next 
theorem provides infonnation regarding when this equation has a solution in general and 
when it is unique. 
Theorem 37: Let A,B,C E Mn' Then, the matrix equation AXB = C has a unique 
solution X E M n for every given C if and only if both A and B are nonsingular. If either 
A or B is singular, then there exists a solution X E M n if and only if 
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Proof" First, let A and B be nonsingular matrices. If the matrix equation AXB = C is 
multiplied on the left side by A-I and on the right side by B-1 , the resulting equation is 
X = A-1CB-1. Thus, each solution X is unique for a given C. Next, assume that the 
matrix equation AXB = C has a unique solution X for every given C. Since the 
assumption is for all C E M n ' let C be a nonsingular matrix. This implies that 
det(A)det(X)det(B) =det( C):i' o. By the zero product property, this gives that 
det ( A) :i' 0 and det ( B) :i' o. Hence, both A and B are nonsingular. 
Now, Theorem 34 states that there exists a solution X to the equation AXB = C if 
and only if there exists a solution vee ( X) to the linear system of equations 
( BT ® A) vee ( X) = vee ( C). Also, it is known that there exists a solution to the system of 
n2 linear equations (BT ® A) vee ( X) = vee ( C) if and only if 
By replacing the matrix B with an identity matrix, Theorem 37 can be used to 
detennine conditions of solvability for the simpler matrix equation AX = C. This 
equation has a unique solution X if and only if A is nonsingular. If A is singular, then 
there exists a solutionXifand only if rank (In ® A) = rank ([In ® A vee ( C)]). By 
Theorem 20, rank (In ® A) = n (rank ( A». Therefore, there exists a solution X if and 
only if rank([In®A vee(C)J)=n(rank(A»). 
o 
Theorem 34 will be used to obtain results concerning the eigenvalues of some 
interesting linear transfonnations in the following propositions. First, a lemma is needed 
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about the eigenvalues of a square matrix and its transpose that will be used later to prove 
Corollary 43. 
Lemma 38: Let A be a square matrix. Then, the eigenvalues of A are the same as the 
eigenvalues of AT . 
Proof" First, let A = U ~ AU' where U is a unitary matrix and ~ A is an upper triangular 
matrix with the eigenvalues of A on the diagonal. Since U is a unitary matrix, 
det(UU·)=det(U}det(U*)=l. Then, det(A}=det(U~AU') 
= det(U)det( ~A )det( U·) = det(U}det( U· )det( /}.A} = det( AA}' Also, 
det(AT) = det((u ~AU'r) = det( (U'r ~/UT) = det( (U'r)det( ~/)det(UT) 
= det( (u·t)det( UT)det( ~AT) = det( ~AT) where ~AT is a lower triangular matrix with 
the eigenValues of A on its diagonal. Since the determinant of an upper (or lower) 
triangular matrix is the product of its diagonal elements, it follows that 
det( ~/) = det(~A)' This implies that det ( AT}=det(A}. Next, it is known that 
det(A-AI}=O if and only if AEO"(A). Since det(AT}=det(A), det(A-AI} =0 if 
and only if 0 = det( (A -A/f) = det( AT -AI). Therefore, A E O"(A) if and only if 
o 
Proposition 39: Let S E M n be a given nonsingular matrix with eigenvalues 
O"(S) = {~, ... ,An}' Then, the similarity map r:: Mn ~ Mn given by Ts(X) -= S-lXS is a 
linear transfonnation with eigenvalues <T(T,) ~ { ~ : A" Aj E <T( S) } . 
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Proof.- Let a e JF and X,Ye Mn. Then, Ts(aX + Y) = S-I(aX + Y)S 
= as-1XS + S-lys = aTs(X) + Ts(Y). Therefore, r: is a linear transformation. If P is 
an eigenvalue of r:, then Ts (X) = P X for some nonzero X This gives that 
S-IXS = PX and, consequently, (ST ®S-I )vec(X) = pvec(X). This means that p is 
also an eigenvalue of the matrix ST ® S-I. Since S is nonsingular, each of its eigenvalues 
is nonzero. Also, since IT ( S T ) = IT( S) and IT ( S-1 ) = {~ : A, E IT( S) } , it follows from 
Theorem 15 that, IT(~,) = IT( ST ® S-I) = { ~ : ..1" A} E IT(S) } . 0 
The process of taking matrix equations and converting them to an equivalent 
Kronecker form shows that matrices of the form (1 ® A) + ( B ® 1) arise naturally in the 
study of linear matrix equations. Properties of these matrices also turn out to be useful in 
determining solvability of matrix equations. 
Defmition40: Let AeMn andBeMm. The square matrix {Im®A)+(B®ln)eMmn 
is called the Kronecker sum of A and B. 
The next result shows that the summands in the Kronecker sum of A and B 
commute with respect to conventional matrix multiplication. 
Lemma 41: Let A e Mn and B e Mm be given. Then, 1m ® A commutes with B® In 
using conventional matrix mUltiplication. 
Proof.- (Im ®A)(B®In)={ImB)®(AIn)= B®A = (BIm)®{InA) 
= (B®In){Im ®A). 
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Just as the eigenvalues of a Kronecker product have been very useful, so are the 
eigenvalues of a Kronecker sum. They will help determine if certain types of matrix 
equations have solutions. 
Theorem 42: Let A E Mn and B E M m be given matrices. If A E (T(A) and x E en is a 
corresponding eigenvector of A, and if fl E (T(B) and y E em is a corresponding 
eigenvector of B, then A+ P is an eigenvalue of the Kronecker sum (Im ® A)+(B® In) 
and y ® x E emn is a corresponding eigenvector of the Kronecker sum. Every eigenvalue 
of the Kronecker sum arises as such a sum of eigenvalues of A and B. If 
(T(A) = {~, ... ,An} and (T(B) = {Pi'" .. ,Pm} , then 
(T({Im ® A)+( B ® In)} = {~ + P j : i = 1, ... , n;j = 1, ... ,m}. In particular, 
(T({Im ®A)+(B®In»)=a({In ®B)+(A®Im»)' 
Proof: If A E a(A) and x E en is a corresponding eigenvector of A, and if 
P E (T(B) andy E em is a corresponding eigenvector of B, then Ax = AX and By = flY. 
Then, [(Im ®A)+(B®In)J(y®x)={Im ®A)(y®x)+(B®In)(Y®x) 
= y®(Ax)+(By)®x = Y®(Ax)+(PY)®x = A(Y®X)+ p(y®x) =(A+ p)(y®x). 
Therefore, A + P is an eigenvalue of (1m ® A) + (B ® In) with corresponding eigenvector 
y®x. 
To complete the proof, it will be shown that 
(T({Im®A)+(B®In»)={.i;+pj :i=I, ... ,n;j=l, ... ,m}. Let UEMn and VEMm be 
unitary matrices such that U"AU = ~A and V"BV = ~B are upper triangular matrices 
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with the eigenvalues of A and B on the diagonals, respectively. Then, W = V ® U E M mn 
is a unitary matrix such that W· (1m ®A)W =(V· ®U')(Im ®A)(V®U) 
~ J are upper triangular matrices. Hence, 
Pm In 
W· [(1m ® A)+(B® In)JW = (1m ® !1A)+(!1B ® In) is upper triangular matrix with the 
eigenvalues of the Kronecker sum (1m ® A) + (B ® In) on its diagonal. Inspection of this 
diagonal shows that it consists of every possible sum of an eigenvalue of A with an 
eigenValue of B. Hence, a((Im ®A)+(B®In»)= {Ai + Pj : i = 1, ... ,n;j = 1, ... ,m}. This 
also implies that a((In ® B)+( A ® 1m») = {Pi + Aj : i = 1, ... , m;j = 1, ... ,n} 
o 
Corollary 43: Let A E M n with eigenvalues ~, ... , An. Define the linear transformation 
Proof: Let P be an eigenvalue of TA. Then, TA(X) = pX for some nonzero X E Mn. 
This implies that AX - XA = flX. Writing this as an equivalent system of equations 
gives P is an eigenvalue of Tifand only if [(In ® A)-( AT ® In )]vec(X) = pvec(X). 
This shows that fl is an eigenvalue of T if and only if fl is an eigenvalue of 
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(In ®A)-(AT ®In). That is, u(TJ=a((In ®A)+(-AT ®In)). Since 
u(A) = U( AT) = {Ai: i = 1,2, ... ,n} by Lemma 38, it follows from Theorem 42 that 
U(TA) = {Ai - Aj : i,j = 1,2, ... ,n}. o 
Previously, the eigenvalues of some linear transformations were examined. Now 
that the Kronecker sum and some of its properties have been introduced, solutions of 
linear matrix equations will be investigated. 
Proposition 44: Let A, B E Mn be given matrices. Then, the equation AX - XB = 0 has 
a nonsingular solution X E Mn if and only if A and B are similar. 
Proof The matrices A and B are similar if and only if there exists a nonsingular matrix 
X E Mn such that X-I AX = B. This happens if and only if AX = XB or AX - XB = 0 
for some nonsingular X 
Theorem 37 examined the matrix equation AXB = C. The following theorem 
looks at the equation AX + XB = C and explains when a solution X is unique. This is 
done using the eigenvalues of the Kronecker sum. 
Theorem 45: Let A E Mn and BE Mm. The equation AX + XB = C has a unique 
solution X E Mn,m for each C E M n,m if and only if u(A) n u( - B) = (0 . 
Proof By changing the equation AX + XB = C into its Kronecker form 
[ ( I ® A) + ( BT ® I)] vec( X) = vec( C) , the matrix equation is replaced by a system of 
linear equations. This system of equations has a unique solution if and only if the 
coefficient matrix, [(I ® A) + ( BT ® I)] , does not have a zero eigenvalue. Since, by 
Lemma 38, the eigenvalues of BT are the same as the eigenvalues of B, it follows from 
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o 
Theorem 42 that, 0"( (I® A)+{BT ®I))= {Ai + Pj : i = 1, ... ,n;j = 1, ... ,m} where 
O"(A) = {~ : i = 1, ... ,n} and O"(B) = {Pj : j = 1, ... ,m}. The matrix [{I® A)+{BT ® 1)J 
will have zero as an eigenvalue if and only if there exists an i andj such that Ai + P
j 
= 0 
or ~ = - Pj • Therefore, all eigenvalues of [(I ® A) + ( BT ® I)] will be nonzero if and 
only if O"(A)n-O"(B) = 0 or 0"(A)nu(-B)=0. o 
The generalized commutativity equation, AX - XA = C , is a special case of the 
equation in Theorem 45, where B = - A. It follows from Theorem 45 that 
0" (A) n 0" ( -( - A) ) = 0" ( A) n 0" ( A) = 0" ( A) * 0. Thus, AX - XA = C does not have a 
unique solution. This means that either the generalized commutativity equation has no 
solution X or there are infinitely many solutions X For this equation, and other singular 
equations, it would be useful to determine the dimension of the nUllspace of the linear 
transformation X ~ AX + XB. That is, the dimension of the solution space of the 
homogeneous equation AX + XB = o. The following lemma and theorem will provide 
this information. 
The lemma introduces a new class of matrices. These are Toeplitz matrices. A 
Toeplitz matrix has the same values along each diagonal (from top-left to bottom-right), 
or [A]ij = a'_1 . Numerical problems involving these matrices usually have faster 
solutions, since only 2n -1 elements need to be found instead of n2 (for A E M n). They 
are used in many areas of mathematics, such as finding numerical solutions to differential 
and integral equations, computation of splines, and signal and image processing. 
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Recall that the Jordan - Canonical form of a matrix A e Mn is a block matrix with 
square matrices of various sizes along the diagonal and zeros elsewhere. These square 
matrices on the diagonal are called Jordan blocks. Each of these Jordan blocks, J j (A) , is 
associated with a A, an eigenvalue of A, such that the values on the main diagonal of 
J j ( A) are A, the values on the diagonal directly above and to the left of the main 
diagonal are 1, and all other values in the matrix are O. 
Lemma 46: Let Jr (O)e Mr andJs (O)e Ms be singular Jordan blocks. Then, X e Mr,s 
is a solution to Jr(O)X -Xls(O)=O if and only if X=[O Y], YeMr, OeMr,s_r when 
upper triangular Toeplitz matrix with Yij = a
i
_
j
• The dimension of the nullspace of the 
linear transformation T(Z) = Jr (O)Z -ZlAO) is min {r,s} . 
Proof Let X = [xij J. This implies that [Jr (0) X Jij = Xi+l,j and [ XIs ( 0) Jij = Xi,j_1 for 
i = 1,2,···, r and j = 1,2"", s , where it is defined that x +1 . = 0 = x. o. Then, 
r .J " 
[Jr (O)X-Xls (O)]ij =0 for all i=I,2,···,r and j=I,2,···,s if and only if 
Xj+l,j - X;,j_l = 0 or xj+l,j+1 = Xt,j for i = 1,2"", r and j = 0,1,2"", s -1. This implies that 
a solution has the fonn X ~ [0 y I or X ~ [ ~] as described in the statement of the 
theorem. The nullspace of the transformation T ( Z) = J r ( 0) Z - Zls ( 0) consists of all 
possible solutions X The dimension of this nullspace would be the size of a basis for 
these solutions X Since Y is an upper triangular Toeplitz matrix and the remaining 
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portion of X is made up of zeros, the size of a basis for these solutions would be either r if 
r ~ s or s if r ~ s ; thus proving that the dimension of the nullspace is min {r, s} . 0 
Theorem 47: 
[
Jnt (14) ... 
Let A E Mn and B E Mm' Also, let SAS-1 = ~ ". 
with ~ +~ +···+np = n and RBR-I = : ". 
[
Jmt (PI) .,. 
o .. , 
ml + m2 + ... + mq = m be the respective Jordan - Canonical forms of A and B. Then, the 
dimension of the nullspace of the linear transformation L: M n m ~ M n m given by , , 
p q 
L:X ~AX +XB is LLvij where vij =0 if A, '¢--11} and vij =min{n"m}} if 
i=1 }=I 
Proof" Notice that the equation C = AX + XB is equivalent to SCR = SAXR + SXBR 
[
J"'t (-PI) '" 
that : ". 
o 
~ 1 = J(_B)' Thus, it suffices to determine the dimension of 
J mq (-l1q) 
the nullspace of the linear transformation T: X ~ JAX - XJ(_B)' Write the matrix X in 
(
XII ... Xlq] 
partitioned form as X = : .. , : where X ij EM", ,mj for i = 1,2, ... , p and 
X ... X 
pi pq 
j=1,2, ... ,q. The equation JAX-XJ(_B) =0 is equivalent to the set of pq linearmatrix 
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equations I n, (Ai)Xlj - XijJmj (-p j ) = 0 for i = 1,2, ... ,p and j = 1,2, ... ,q. By Theorem 
45, each equation where Ai + Pj :F- 0 has only the trivial solution Xij = O. However, when 
A; + Pj = 0, use the identity J k (A) = AI +Jk (0) to rewrite the equation as follows 
r = n; and s = m j' the dimension of the nullspaces of each of the pq matrix equations is 
p q 
dimension of the nullspace of the linear transformation L: X -+ AX + XB is L L Vif . 0 
;=1 j=1 
A very interesting result that follows from Theorem 47 concerns the dimension of 
the subspace of the matrices that commute with a given matrix. 
Corollary 48: Let A E Mn be a given matrix. The set of matrices in Mn that commute 
with A is a subspace of Mn with dimension at least n. The dimension is equal to n if and 
only if each eigenValue of A has geometric multiplicity one. 
Proof First, note that the set of matrices that commutes with A is a subspace of M n 
since it is the nullspace of the linear transformation TA (X) = AX -.xA. A matrix that 
commutes with A will be a solution to the equation AX - .xA = O. If B = -A then, the 
dimension of the subspace will be equal to the dimension of the nullspace of the linear 
p q 
transformation L : X -+ AX + XB. Theorem 47 proves that this dimension is L L vi} • 
;=1 j=1 
Using the same notation as Theorem 47, B = -A gives p = q, nj = m,., and Pi = -A; for 
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an equality if and only if Ai *- - J1 j or Ai *- Aj for all i *- j. This happens if and only if 
each eigenvalue of A is associated with exactly one Jordan block which is true if and only 
if each eigenvalue of A has geometric multiplicity one. o 
Section 3 - Permutation Matrices and Jordan - Canonical Form 
In this section, permutation matrices turn out to be key players in our results and 
their proofs. A permutation matrix P E Mn is so named because the matrix is obtained 
by permuting the rows of an n x n identity matrix according to some permutation of the 
numbers l, ... ,n. Therefore, each column and row contains exactly one 1 and zeros 
everywhere else. Using conventional matrix multiplication, the product of a square 
matrix A of the same dimensions as the permutation matrix, P A , creates a matrix B= P A 
such that B is a permutation of rows of A matching the same rearrangement as the 
permutation matrix. In Theorem 51, it is shown that permutation matrices are orthogonal 
and invertible. Two matrices X and Yare said to be permutation equivalent if X = yP for 
some permutation matrix P. 
Lemma 49: Let A E Mn be a matrix with exactly one 1 in each row and column and 
zeros elsewhere. Then, A is a permutation matrix. 
Proof" Find the row whose first entry is 1. Switch this row with the first row. Next, find 
the row whose second entry is a 1. Switch this row with the second row. Continue this 
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process and it ends with the identity matrix In' Reversing this process turns, In into A. 
Hence, A is a permutation matrix. o 
Lemma 50~ Let A E Mn' If AT = A-I and the entries of A are only ones and zeros, then, 
A is a permutation matrix. 
Proof(by contradiction): Assume A is not a permutation matrix. Then, A has either a 
row (or column) with no entry equal to 1 or a row (or column) with more than one entry 
equal to 1. First, if the former situation is true, then A has a row (or column) whose 
entries are all zero and A would not be invertible, which is a contradiction. So, assume A 
has a row (or column), i, with more than one entry equal to 1. Then, AT has a column (or 
row), i, with more than one entry equal to 1 in the same positions. Thus, AAT (or AT A) 
will have an entry greater than 1 in the [ AATJ. entry (or [ AT A J. entry). The product 
1,1 1,1 
of the two matrices is not the identity matrix, which is a contradiction to AT = A-I. 
Therefore, A is a permutation matrix. D 
It has been shown that there are several instances in which some property of 
A ® B is the same as that of B ® A. This is primarily due to the fact, proven in 
Corollary 52, that A ® B is always permutation equivalent to B ® A . 
Theorem 51: Let m, n be given positive integers. There exists a unique matrix 
P(m,n) E Mmn such that vec( XT) = P(m,n)vec(X) for all X E Mm,n' (This is the KT 
matrix from Theorem 32 for the linear transformation of transposing a matrix-
reX) = XT.) The matrix P(m,n) depends only on the dimensions m and n and is given 
m n 
by P( m, n) = L L Eij ® E; where each Eij E M m,n has a one in the i,/h entry and every 
;=1 j=1 
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other entry is zero. Moreover, P(m,n) is a pennutation matrix and 
P(m,n) = P(n,ml = P(n,mr1 • 
Proof" Let X = [x ] E M and let E, .. E Mm n where the i/h entry of E;. is one and IJ m.n ~, , 
every other entry is zero. Accordingly, EtjXEL E M n•m with the element xi} in thej,;th 
entry and zeros elsewhere for all i = 1,2, .. " m and j = 1,2, .. " n. Thus, 
m n m n 
= II(Ei}®E;)vee(X), by Theorem 34. Let P(m,n) = IIEy.®E;. Then, 
,=1 j=1 ;=1 j=1 
vee ( XT) = P(m,n)vee(X). Now, if Y = X T, then Y E Mn•m and 
vee ( yT) = P(n,m)vee(Y). This implies that vee(X) = P(n,m)vec ( XT) 
=P(n,m)P(m,n)vee(X) for all X EMm•n • Similarly, vee(Y)=P(m,n)vec(y
T) 
= P(m, n)P(n, m)vec(Y) for all Y E Mn,m' Consequently, 
P(m,n)P(n,m) = P(n,m)P(m,n) = I. That is, P(m,nr l = P(n,m). If 1';j = E;, then 
n m n m m n 
~~~=II~®~=II~®~=IL~®~ 
j=1 ;=1 j=1 ;=1 j=1 ;=1 
m n T 
= I I ( ~; ® ~;) = P(m, n f. Since P(m, n) is a matrix consisting of ones and zeros 
j=1 ;=1 
for which P(m,nr1 = P(m,nl , it is a pennutation matrix by Lemma 50. Finally, assume 
there exists A E Mmn such that vee ( XT)= Avee(X) for all X E M m•n • Hence, 
Avee(X) = P(m,n)vee(X) implies that Avee(X)- P(m,n)vec(X) = O. Consequently, 
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(A - P(m,n) )vec(X) = 0 for all X e M m.n' Therefore, A - P(m,n) = 0 and the matrix 
P(m,n) is unique. o 
Note that when m = n, P(m,n) = P(n,ml = P(n,mr1 implies that 
P(n,n) = P(n,n)T = P(n,nf1 • Thus, P(n,n) is symmetric and its own inverse. Notice 
also that vee ( vT ) = vee( v) for all vee n where C n = M n,l • This shows that P( n, 1) is 
the identity matrix. Also, vee ( vT ) = vee( v) for all v e MI,n which means that P(1, n) is 
the identity matrix as well. 
Corollary 52: Let positive integers m, n, p, and q be given and let pep, m) e M pm and 
P( n, q) e M nq be the permutation matrices defined in Theorem 51. Then, 
B®A=P(m,pl(A®B)P(n,q) for all AeMm.n andBeMp,q. That is, B®A is 
always permutation equivalent to A ® B. When m = n and p = q, 
B®A=P(n,prl(A®B)P(n,p) for all AeMn and BeMp. Thatis,whenAandBare 
square matrices, B ® A is always permutation similar to A ® B. More generally, let 
~, ... ,Ak e Mm,n and B.,. .. ,Bk e Mp,q be given. Then, 
BI ®A, +···+Bk ®Ak = P(m,pl[A, ®~ + ... +~ ®Bk}P(n,q). 
Proof" Let T: Mn,q ~ Mm,p be defined by T(X) == AXBT = y. Then, yT = BXT AT. By 
Theorem 34, this gives vec(Y) = vee ( AXBT) = (B ® A) vee(X) and 
vee(yT) = vee ( BXT AT)= (A®B)vee(XT) for all X e Mn,q' Using Theorem 51, write 
vee ( yT) = P(m,p)vee(Y) and vee ( X T) = P(n,q)vee(X) which gives that 
P(m, p)vee(Y) = (A® B)P(n,q)vee(X). As a result, 
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vec(Y) = P(m,pf (A ® B)P(n,q)vec(X). Since vec(Y) =vec( AXBT)=(B® A)vec(X), 
this shows that (B® A)vec(X) = P(m,p)T (A®B)P(n,q)vec(X) for all X E Mn,q. 
Hence, B ® A = P( m, p f (A ® B)P( n, q). If A and B are square matrices, then m = n and 
p = q. Substitution shows B® A = pen, pf (A ® B)P(n, p) = pen, pr1(A ® B)P(n, p). 
Finally, let AI" .. ' Ak EM m,n and Bw .. , Bk EM p,q. Then, Bj ® ~ + ... + Bk ® Ak = 
P(m,pf(~ ®Bj)P(n,q)+ ... +P(m,pf(Ak ®Bk)P(n,q) 
= P( m, p f [ ~ ® Bj + ... + Ak ® Bk ] P( n, q) . o 
Recall, Theorem 24 states that for A, B E M m.n' A ® B = B ® A if and only if 
either A = cB or B = cA for some c E IF. In that theorem, the commuting matrices have 
the restriction of being the same size. Since it was shown earlier that P (1, n) and 
P ( n, 1) are identity matrices for any positive integer n, it then follows from Corollary 52 
Thus, the Kronecker product also commutes for a column vector of any size with a row 
vector of any size. 
Corollary 53: Let A E Mm,n' BE Mp,q' and C E Ms,t. Then, 
C®A®B = P(mp,sf[A®B®C]P(nq,t)= P(p,msf[B®C®A]P(q,nt). 
Proof' A®BEMmp,nq and C®A®B=C®(A®B). ByCoroUary52, 
C®(A® B) = P(mp, sf [(A®B)®C]P(nq,t) = P(mp,sf [A® B®C]P(nq,t). Also, 
C ® A ® B = (C ® A) ® B and C ® A E Msm,tn. Again by Corollary 52, 
(C®A)®B = P(p,smf [B®(C®A)]P(q,tn) = P(p,msf [B®C® A]P(q,nt). 0 
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Proposition 54: Let P(m,n) E Mmn and P(k,/)E Mid be pennutation matrices. Then, 
P(m,n)® P(k,/) E Mmnlrl is a pennutation matrix. 
Proof" Let P (m, n) = [ Pi,} ] for i, j = 1, 2, ... , mn. Since P (m, n) is a permutation matrix, 
for each i there exists a unique j such that P . = 1 and all other elements in the i th row are 
I,} 
zero. Also, for each j there exists a unique i such that Pi . = 1 and all other elements in 
,} 
the/h column are zero. The same is true for p( k,l) = [qj,j J. 
( 
pI,lP(k,/) 
P(m,n)® P(k,/) = : 
Pmn,lP(k,/) 
PI,mnP(k,/) J 
. . . : . The rlh column of 
... Pmn,mnP(k,l) 
PI,s%,t 
P(m,n)®P(k,l) is . Only one of p',s, ... ,Pmn,s = 1 and all others are zero. 
Also, only one of q"". .. ,q/d,1 = 1 and all others are zero. Hence, the r'h column of 
P ( m, n) ® P ( k, I) has only one element equal to 1 and all others are zero. Since the rth 
column was arbitrarily chosen, this holds true for all columns of P (m, n) ® P (k, I) . 
Similarly, the rth row of P(m,n)® P(k,/) is 
are zero. Also, only one of q,,P ... ,qt,1d = 1 and all others are zero. Hence, the rlh row of 
P ( m, n) ® P ( k, I) has only one element equal to 1 and all others are zero. Again, since 
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the r'h row was arbitrarily chosen, this holds true for all rows of P ( m, n) ® P (k, I) . 
Therefore, P(m,n)®P(k,/) is a pennutation matrix by Lemma 49 because it has 
exactly one element in each column is equal to 1 and exactly one element in each row is 
equal to 1. o 
The next result uses pennutation matrices to rewrite matrix equations. 
Corollary 55: Let A E Mm,n' B,X E Mn,m' and C E Mm' Then, the matrix equation 
AX +XT B = C can be rewritten as [Um ®A)+( BT ®lm )P(n,m)]vee(X) = vee (C) or 
[Um ®A)+P(m,m)(BT ®Im)]vee(X)=vee(C). 
Proof Applying Corollary 35 and the fact that vee(.) is a linear transfonnation, the 
matrix equation AX + XT B = C is equivalent to 
( 1m ® A) vee( X) + ( BT ® 1m ) vee ( X T ) = vee( C). By Theorem 51, this is equivalent to 
(1m ® A)vee(X) + ( BT ® 1m )P(n,m )vee(X) = vee(C). Factoring this equation gives 
[Um ® A)+( BT ® 1m )P(n,m) ]vee(X) = vee ( C). By Corollary 52, this is equivalent to 
[(1m ® A)+P(m,m)T (1m ®BT)P(m,n)P(n,m) Jvee(X) = vee ( C) which, when 
simplified, is the same as [(1m ® A)+ P(m,m)( BT ® 1m )Jvee(X) = vee ( C). 0 
When A and B are both square matrices, the fact that A ® B is similar to B ® A 
means that A ® B and B ® A have the same Jordan - Canonical fonns. Also, if 
A = SJS-1 and B = TKT-1 , where J and K are the Jordan - Canonical fonns of A and B 
respectively, then, A® B =( SJS-1 )®( TKT-1 ) = (8 ®TXJ®KXS ®Trl. This shows 
that A ® B and J ® K are similar. Hence, the Jordan - Canonical fonn of A ® B is the 
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same as the form of J ® K. If the Jordan blocks in the Jordan - Canonical form of 
Canonical form of A ® B is (J, ffi··· ffi Jp ) ® (K, ffi··· ffi Kq ). Proposition 28 showed 
that a Kronecker product can be distributed through a direct sum when the sum is on the 
left side. Example 29 showed that this is not always true if the direct sum is on the right 
side. However, using permutation matrices and Corollary 52, the Kronecker product of 
two direct sums can be rewritten so that A ® B = ( J, ffi··· ffi J p ) ® (K, ffi··· ffi K q) is 
permutation similar to J, ® K, EB··· EB J, ® Kq ffi ... EB J p ® K, EB··· EB J p ® Kq. Since they 
are similar, their Jordan - Canonical forms are the same. By its very nature, the Jordan-
Canonical form of J, ® K, EB···El3J, ® Kq El3 ... El3Jp ® K, EB···El3Jp ® Kq is itself. 
Hence, the Jordan - Canonical form of A ® B is the direct sum of the Jordan blocks in 
the Jordan - Canonical forms of J; ® K j for i = l, ... ,p andj = l, ... ,q. Each pair of Jordan 
blocks, one associated with an eigenvalue of A and one associated with an eigenvalue of 
B, contributes independently to the Jordan structure of A ® B . 
Our next result describes the Jordan structure of J; ® K j • 
Theorem 56: Suppose that in the Jordan - Canonical form of A E Mn there exists a 
Jordan block of size p associated with an eigenvalue .IL E u(A). Also suppose that in the 
Jordan - Canonical form of B E M m there exists a Jordan block of size q associated with 
an eigenvalue f.J E u(B). Then, independent of any other eigenvalues or Jordan structure 
of A and B, the contribution of this pair of blocks to the Jordan - Canonical form of 
A ® B is as follows: 
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a) If A:I:- 0 and p:I:- 0, then associated with the eigenvalue AP there is one Jordan 
block of size p + q - (2k -1) for each k = 1,2, ... , min {p, q} 
b) If A:I:- 0 and p = 0, then associated with each eigenvalue AP = 0 there are p 
Jordan blocks of size q. 
c) If A = 0 and p :I:- 0, then associated with each eigenvalue AP = 0 there are q 
Jordan blocks of size p. 
d) If A = 0 and P = 0, then associated with each eigenvalue AP = 0 there are two 
Jordan blocks of each size k = 1,2, ... ,min{p,q} -1 (which are absent if 
min{p,q} = 1), and Ip-ql+l blocks of size min{p,q}. 
Proof" Let J be the Jordan - Canonical fonn of A and let K be the Jordan - Canonical for 
of B. Then, the Jordan - Canonical fonn of A ® B is the same as the fonn for J ® K . 
Let JA. be the Jordan block of A of size p associated with the eigenvalue 2 and let KI1 be 
the Jordan block of B of size q associated with the eigenValue p. As it has already been 
established, examination of JA. ® KI1 will determine the contribution of this pair of 
blocks. 
The first part a) requires a lengthy proof that will not be included here. The interested 
reader can find a proof of part a) in the article 'Combinatorial Verification of the 
Elementary Divisors of Tensor Products' by R. Brualdi ( [1] ). 
For part b), where 4:1:- 0, let J A. E M p be the associated Jordan block of size p and for 
P = 0, let KI1 E Mq be the associated Jordan block of size q. It follows from the 
structure of a Jordan block that JA. is of rank: p and K 11 is of rank q -1. Also, since 
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J.l = 0, (KtJt has rank zero. Fr~m Theorem 20, rank(( J;. ® KtJ r) 
and rank ( (J;. ® KtJ r-I ) "" 0, the maximum size of the Jordan blocks of J;. ® KtJ' 
associated with the eigenvalue AP = 0, is q; and there exists at least one Jordan block of 
size q. Now examine the rank of J;. ® KtJ raised to the q -1 power. Accordingly, 
rank ( ( J;. ® K tJ r-I) = (rank ( J /-1 ) ) ( rank ( K /-1)) = (p )( 1) = p. When going from 
raising J;. ® K tJ to the q -1 power to raising it to the q power, the rank went from p to 
zero. This implies that (J;. ® KtJ r-I hasp Jordan blocks of rank one, or, equivalently, p 
Jordan blocks of size two. Hence, (J;,. ® KtJ r-2 hasp Jordan blocks of size three, 
( J;,. ® K tJ r-3 has p Jordan blocks of size four, ... , (J;. ® K tJ r has p Jordan blocks of 
size q -1, and J;,. ® K tJ has p Jordan blocks of size q. Since J;. ® K tJ E M pq , there can 
be no other blocks. Therefore, J;. ® KtJ has exactly p Jordan blocks of size q 
corresponding to A,f-l = 0 . 
The proof of part c) is obtained by switching A, and f.L, p and q, and J and K in the proof 
for part b). 
To prove part d), assume A, = 0 = f-l , let J;. E M p be the associated Jordan block of size p 
and let K tJ E M q be the associated Jordan block of size q. It follows from the structure of 
a Jordan block that J;. is of rank p -1 and K tJ is of rank q -1. In this case, 
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( ) min{p,q} ()miO{P,q}-1 W·th 1 f l' 1 rank J). ®KI-' =0 but rank J). ®KI-' :;cO. lOut osso generalty, et 
min {p, q} = p. It follows that rank ( (J;. ® K I-' Y) = 0 ( q - p) = O. Hence, the maximum 
size of the Jordan blocks of J). ® K I-' ' associated with the eigenvalue AJ-l = 0, is p and 
there exists at least one Jordan block of size p::: min {p, q}. Now examine the rank of 
J). ® KI-' raised to the p-l power. Accordingly, 
P -1 power to raising it to the p power, the rank went from Ip - ql + 1 to zero. This 
implies that (J). ® K I-' y-l has Ip - ql + 1 Jordan blocks of rank one, or, equivalently, 
Ip - ql + 1 Jordan blocks of size two. Hence, (J;. ® KI-' y-2 has Ip -ql + 1 Jordan blocks of 
size three, (J). ® KI-' y-3 has Ip-ql+ 1 Jordan blocks of size four, ... , (J;. ® KI-' r has 
Ip-ql +1 Jordan blocks of size p-l, and J). ® KI-' has Ip-ql + 1 Jordan blocks of size 
p. Since J). ® KI-' EM pq' if p = 1, then there can be no other blocks. However, if p > 1, 
there are other Jordan blocks whose sizes need to be determined: This is done by 
= 2 ( q - p + 2) = 21p - ql + 4. These previous Ip - ql + 1 Jordan blocks now contribute 
2Ip-ql+2 to this rank. Since 2Ip-ql+4-(2Ip-ql+2)= 2, this implies that 
(J;. ® KI-' y-2 has two Jordan blocks of rank one (size two). For J). ®KI-" this will result 
in two blocks of size p -1 = min {p, q} -1. Now, 
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rank ( ( J A ® K p y-3 ) = 3 (q - p + 3) = 31p - ql + 9. The previously determined blocks will 
contribute 3/p-q/+3+(2)(2). Since 3/p-q/+9-(3/p-ql+3+(2)(2»)=2, this 
implies that (JA ® Kp y-3 has two Jordan blocks of rank one (size two). For J A ® Kp' 
this will result in 2 blocks of size p - 2 = min {p, q} - 2. Now, assume this is true for 
(JA ® Kp r+! and show this is true for (JA ® Kp r. Examining the rank yields 
The previously determined blocks contribute 
(p-r)lp-ql+(p-r )+2(p-r -1 + p-r - 2 + ... + 2) 
=(p-r)!p-Q!+(p-r)+2( (p-r-;(p-r) I J 
= (p-r )Ip-ql+(p-r )+(p-r -l)(p-r)- 2 = (p-r )Ip-ql +(p- r)2 -2 to the rank. 
This again leaves 2 in the rank. This implies that (J A ® K p r has 2 Jordan blocks of rank 
one, or size two. For J A ® Kp , this will result in 2 blocks of size r + 1. Finally, 
rank(JA ®Kp)= (p-l)(q-l) =(p_l)lp_q/+(p_l)2. The previously determined 
blocks contribute (p-l)lp-ql+(p-l)+2(p-2+ p-3+···+2) 
= (p_I)lp_ql+{p_I)2 - 2 to the rank, leaving 2. This implies that JA ® Kp has 2 
Jordan blocks of rank one, or size two. Due to the size of J A ® K p , there remain only 
two Jordan blocks of size one. 
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Theorem 57: Let A E Mn and B E M m be given nonzero matrices. Then, A ® B is 
diagonalizable if and only if both A and B are diagonalizable. Consequently, A ® B is 
diagonalizable if and only if B ® A is diagonalizable. 
Proof First, let both A and B be diagonalizable matrices with eigenvalues 
~, ... , An and 1it, ... ,Pm respectively. Then, the Jordan - Canonical forms of both A and B 
have blocks that are all of size one for each eigenvalue, meaning both p = 1 and q = 1 . 
Using Theorem 56, if Ai and P; are both nonzero, then by part a) 
min {p, q} = min {I, I} = 1. Thus, there will be one associated Jordan block of size 
1 + 1-(2-1)= 1 in A ® B. If Ai and P; are both zero, them by part d) of Theorem 56, there 
will be 11-11 + 1 = 1 Jordan blocks of size min {p, q} = min {I, I} = 1 in A ® B. If one of 
~ and P; is zero and the other is nonzero, then by parts b) and c) of Theorem 56, there 
will be one Jordan block of size one in A ® B . 
Since, all Jordan blocks of A ® B are of size one, A ® B is diagonalizable. 
Now, the converse of the theorem will be proven. Let A ® B be a diagonalizable matrix 
with eigenvalues ~, ... ,amn. It follows from Theorem 15 that each a r is a product of an 
eigenvalue from A with an eigenvalue from B. Then, the Jordan - Canonical form of 
A ® B contains blocks that are all of size one. If a r is nonzero for some r, then there 
exists a nonzero eigenvalue of A, Ai' and a nonzero eigenValue of B, P;, such that 
AiP; = a r • Hence, part a) of Theorem 56 applies. That is, for k = 1,2, ... ,min{p,q}, 
there is one Jordan block of size p + q - (2k -1). For k = I , the size of the associated 
Jordan block is one because a r is an eigenvalue. Consequently, 1 = p + q - (2(1) -1) . 
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This implies that p + q = 2. Since both p and q are integers greater than or equal to one, 
p and q have to both be equal to one in order to sum to two. Therefore, the size of the 
Jordan block of A that is associated with A; is one and the size of the Jordan block of B 
that is associated with Pi is one. Since k reaches a maximum of 
min{p,q} = min{I,I} = 1, there are no other blocks to consider. If a r is zero, there are 
three possibilities for products of eigenvalues from A and B that will contribute to the 
Jordan - Canonical form of A ® B . 
a) 0 = a r = A;Pi where A, is a nonzero eigenvalue of A and Pi is a zero eigenvalue 
of B. In this case, part b) of Theorem 56 applies. This means that there will be p 
Jordan blocks of size q associated with a r • Since A ® B is diagonalizable, there 
is one Jordan block of size one associated with a r ,or p = 1 and q = 1 . 
b) The proof of part b) is similar to the proof of part a). Switching f.l and A, and q 
and p will produce the desired result using part c) of Theorem 56. 
c) 0 = a r = APi where A, is a zero eigenvalue of A and Pi is a zero eigenvalue of B. 
In this final case, part d) of Theorem 56 applies. Since A ® B is diagonalizable, 
there is one Jordan block of size one associated with a r • Hence, the first 
statement in part d) of Theorem 56 does not apply. According to the second 
statement, there are Ip - ql + 1 blocks of size min {p, q} = 1. Since there is only 
one block of size one associated with a r , this means that Ip-ql+ 1 = 1. Hence, 
p = q. Also, 1 = min{p,q} = min{p,p} = p. This shows that 1 = p = q . 
Therefore, both p and q are equal to one. 
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Since all blocks in the Jordan - Canonical fonn of both A and B are of size one, both A 
and B are diagonalizable. o 
Section 4 - Large Least Squares Problems 
In Section 2, the Kronecker product was used to solve linear matrix equations. In 
this section, it is used to find the least squares solution of ( A ® B) x == t. These problems 
are found in the areas of signal and image processing, fast transfonn algorithms, and 
multidimensional approximation. For example, when data is collected by satellites, the 
matrices A and B can be very large, resulting in large systems of linear equations of this 
fonn. 
The most Common approach to solving equations of this type is to fonn the 
nonnal equation (A ® B f (A ® B) x == ( A ® B ft. The main drawback of this method is 
the instability associated with the fonnation of AT A and BT B , where instability means 
that small changes in A or B would result in large changes in AT A and BT B , 
respectively. The method outlined in this section not only avoids the fonnation of AT A 
and BT B, but even the fonnation of (A ® B). The majority of infonnation in this section 
comes from the two articles by Fausett and Fulton ( [3], [4]). First, infonnation about 
pennuted QR factorization is needed. 
Defmition 58: The QR factorization of a matrix A E M m,p decomposes the matrix into 
the product of an orthogonal matrix (Q) and an upper triangular matrix (R). 
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Definition 59: The permuted QR factorization of A is obtained by multiplying the matrix 
A by a permutation matrix on the right so that the diagonal elements of R are as far away 
from zero as possible. 
Here, getting the diagonal elements of R as far away from zero is accomplished 
by perfonning a modified Householder reduction method on A. The QR factorization of 
A can be found using elementary reflector matrices of the form H = 1- 2wwT where W is 
a unit vector. First, the lengths of all columns of A are determined. The column with the 
largest length is switched with the first column (if it is not the first column) by 
multiplying a pennutation matrix, ~, on the right of A. Then, the matrix is multiplied by 
an elementary reflector matrix on the left, HI = I - 2wI WI T , such that the first column of 
~ 
o 
HI ( A~) is where ~ is the length of the first column of A~. Now, ignoring the 
o 
first element of each column in the matrix HI ( A~ ), the lengths of the columns are 
determined. Again, the one with the largest length is switched with the second column 
by multiplying the permutation matrix, P.z, on the right. Then, the matrix (HI (A~») P2 is 
multiplied on the left by Hz = 1- 2wz Wz T , such that the first colmnn remains the same 
CI,2 
k2 
and the second column becomes 0 where Is is the length of the second column of 
o 
( HI (A~ ) ) P.z without the first element. This process is continued until an upper 
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= HpHp_, ... H2H,AP where the diagonal elements of R are as far away from zero as 
possible. Since H, is a reflector matrix, this equation can be written to 
factorization of A, or AP = QR ([2] ). 
Theorem 60: Let A E M with m > p have permuted QR factorization m,p 
RA E Mm,p is upper triangular, RA E Mp is square upper triangular, and 0A E Mm_p,p is a 
zero matrix. Also, let BE Mn,q with n > q have permuted QR factorization 
R8 E Mn,q is upper triangular, R8 E Mq is square upper triangular, and 08 E Mn_q,q is a 
zero matrix. Also, let rank ( A) = p and rank ( B) = q. Then, A ® B has permuted QR 
° EM mn-pq,pq' 
orthogonal by Corollary 12. If RA = ['i/] and R8 = ['i/] , then 
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'i/RB 'i/RB r1,p ARB 
0 r2,2
A 
RB r2,p ARB 
(RA ®RB)~( ~J®RB ~ 0 0 rp,pA RB . In each of the first p block 
0 0 
0 0 
rows of the Kronecker product, the bottom n - q rows are zero. This is due to the fact 
that the bottom n - q rows of RB are zero. Therefore, RA ® RB does not have the 
required upper triangular form for a QR factorization. This can be changed using a 
permutation matrix, specifically one that performs the necessary row changes to move the 
discussed zero rows below all nonzero rows. This permutation matrix, P, is the one 
described in the statement of the theorem, P (RA ® RB ) ~ ( R A : RB ). Since both RA and 
RB are both square upper triangular, their Kronecker product is also square upper 
triangular. As stated in Theorem 51, p-1 = pT , which means I = pT P and P is 
orthogonal. Inserting I into the factorization yields (A~) ® (B~ ) 
upper triangular. o 
Corollary 61: Let R = RA ® RB E M pq ' where RA and RB are the matrices described 
above in Theorem 60, be the pq x pq upper triangular part of P (RA ® RB). Then, 
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Using the same matrices as in the previous two results, the rectangular least 
squares problem with the overdetermined system (A ® B) x = t, where A and B are real 
matrices with A E M m,p and m > p and B E M n,q and n > q and rank( A) = P and 
rank(B) = q, can be readily solved. Note, x E JRpq and t E JRmn • The least squares 
solution of (A ® B) x = t is accomplished by transforming this system into a square block 
upper triangular system of dimension pq x pq, and then finding the exact solution to the 
new system. 
Inserting 1= ( ~ ® PB )( PA ® PB r into the system of equations produces 
RT R = [( APA ) ® (BPB ) J [( APA ) ® (BPB ) J. Hence, multiplying 
permutation of the vector x and using Theorem 60, RT Ry = [ ( A~ ) ® ( BPB ) J t 
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61, it was stated that R is the square pq x pq upper triangular part of p( RA ® RB)· 
where REM pq and 0 EM pq,mn-pq' Letting h = [p( Q/ ® Q/) Jt E R mn gives 
RT Ry = [ RT 0] h. Since the last mn - pq components of h do not contribute to the 
final vector on the right hand side of the equation, define [h]pq E Rpq to be the vector 
containing the first pq components of h = [ P (QA T ® QB T ) ] t. Hence, RT Ry = RT [ h ]pq . 
Since A and B were assumed full rank and each matrix has more rows than 
columns, it follows from Theorem 60 that all diagonal elements of RA and RB are 
nonzero. Hence, R = RA ® RB is nonsingular and, in turn, RT is nonsingular. 
Ry = [h]pq = (RA ® RB) y. Recall that RA = ['i,j A]. This implies that 
rA RB 
1,1 
rA RB 
1,2 
A RB r I,p 
y(l) h(l) YI 
(i) 
0 rA RB rA RB /2) h(2) (i) 2,2 2,p = where y<i) = Y2 for i = 1, ... ,p and 
0 0 rA RB p,p y(p) h(p) yq (i) 
~(i) 
~(i) 
h(i) = for i = 1, .•. ,p. This equation can be solved by block back substitution to 
obtainy. The original least squares solution, x, is obtained by left multiplication by 
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=(I®I)x =x. 
Unfortunately, the vector h = p(Q/ ® Q/)t is not easily determined because it 
is hard to calculate P. However, P can be avoided by noting that (Q/ ® Q/)t 
t (i) 
1 
t (i) 
where t(i) = 2 for i = 1, ... , m. Since P is the permutation 
matrix such that P (RA ® R8) is upper triangular (Theorem 60), it follows that in the 
vector h = P(QAT ®Q8T)t, Pperforms the same interchanges on (QAT ®Q/)t. Hence, 
the elements in [h]pq are those of (Q/ ® Q/)t which are located in the same rows of 
RA ® R8 that have nonzero elements. Now, once A and B are factored into their 
respective QR factorizations, the locations of the rows of RA ® R8 with nonzero elements 
is known. Hence, the matrix P does not need to be formed. 
The rows of RA ® R8 that are zero (and omitted from RA ® R8) along with the 
corresponding components of (Q/ ®Q/)t represent p(n-q)+n(m- p) equations in 
the original linear system (A ® B) x = t. These equations usually will not be satisfied by 
the solution x. Hence, x is a least squares solution instead of an exact solution. Due to 
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the great computational effort needed to find (RT r in most cases, improvements have 
been made on this algorithm so that this inverse no longer need~ to be calculated ( [4] ). 
Conclusion 
The Kronecker product is a useful way to multiply matrices. It has several 
advantages over conventional matrix multiplication. For example, there are no 
dimension restrictions on the factors, it is relatively easy to find the eigenValues of a 
product, and it is easy to know when a matrix product will be the zero matrix. The 
Kronecker product also, has properties in common with conventional matrix 
multiplication. Two such properties are it is not commutative and the distributive 
property holds for it. Also, qualities of its factors are carried over into their Kronecker 
product. For example, the Kronecker product of two upper triangular matrices is also 
upper triangular, the Kronecker product of two positive (semi) definite matrices is 
positive (semi) defInite, and the Kronecker product of two unitary matrices is unitary. 
Several important and beneficial statements were proven about the Kronecker 
product. Unlike conventional matrix multiplication, a Kronecker product of two matrices 
is equal to zero if and only if one of the factors is zero. The mixed product property, 
(A ® B)(C ® D) = (AC)® (BD) , revealed how conventional multiplication and the 
Kronecker multiplication can be exchanged. The inverse, transpose, and conjugate 
transpose of a Kronecker product is the Kronecker product of the respective operation on 
each factor. For example, (A ® Btl = A-l ® B-1 • The set of eigenvalues of the 
Kronecker product of A and B are the set of all possible products of an eigenvalue of A 
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and an eigenvalue of B, which implies that the eigenvalues of A ® B are the same as the 
eigenvalues of B ® A. This helped prove many interesting facts about determinants, 
traces, and singular values of Kronecker products. It also was used to explain properties 
and solutions of certain linear transformations. The Kronecker product is highly non-
commutative. That is, severe restrictions need to be placed on A and B to get 
A ® B = B ® A. Specifically, when A and B have the same dimensions, A ® B = B ® A if 
and only if A is a multiple of B or B is a multiple of A, and when A and B have different 
dimensions, A ® B = B ® A if and only if all elements of A are equal to each other and all 
elements of B are equal top each other. 
One of the many uses of the Kronecker product is to solve or determine properties 
of solutions to linear matrix equations and linear transformations. Matrix equations can 
be converted into an equivalent system of equations in which the coefficient matrix 
involves the Kronecker product. This transformation is accomplished using the natural 
vec(·) function. Kronecker products can also be used to discover properties of potential 
solutions. For example, the Kronecker product was used to show that the linear matrix 
equation AXE = C has a unique solution X for every given C if and only if both A and B 
are nonsingular, and that the generalized commutivity equation, AX - XA = C , does not 
have a unique solution. 
Although it is generally not the case that A ® B = B ® A, it is true that for any 
matrices A and B, A ® B is permutation equivalent to B ® A. More is true when A and B 
are square matrices. In this case, A ® B is permutation similar to B ® A. This helps 
explain why many properties of A ® B are the same as those of B ® A. Permutation 
matrices were also used to rewrite matrix equations into a system of linear equations 
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where the unknown is transposed in the matrix equation. For example, the matrix 
equation AX + X T B = C can be converted to a system of linear equations as 
A E Mm,n' B,X E Mn,m' and C E Mm. 
The Jordan - Canonical fonn of a Kronecker product was also examined. When A 
and B are both square matrices, the fact that A ® B is similar to B ® A means that 
A ® B and B® A have the same Jordan - Canonical fonns. Also, if the Jordan-
Canonical fonn of A is J and the Jordan - Canonical fonn of B is K, then A ® B is similar 
to J ® K. This fact lead to the description of the Jordan - Canonical fonn of A ® B in 
tenns of the Jordan blo~ks of J and K. Once the Jordan - Canonical fonn of a Kronecker 
product was described, it was shown that A ® B is diagonalizable if and only if both A 
and B are diagonalizable. 
The Kronecker product is also used to find the least squares solution of a system 
of equations. These least squares problems are found in the areas of signal and image 
processing, fast transfonn algorithms, and multidimensional approximation. The 
overdetermined system examined in this thesis was (A ® B) x = t. This problem was 
transfonned into a square block upper triangular system whose exact solution is the least 
squares solution of (A ® B)x = t. 
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